Mismatch repair earns Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2015 to Paul Modrich for a biochemical tour de force
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First night after landing from Paris, I was all but sleepless in Seattle when at 3:30 a.m. on October 7, 2015 I was brutally awakened by phone calls from Paris and Zagreb with journalists’ question: “What do you have to say about the Nobel Prizes in Chemistry to Lindahl, Sancar and Modrich for DNA repair?”. Grudgy, I first answered “Listen, Richard Feynman was mad about being awaken to Lindahl, Sancar and Modrich for DNA repair?”. Grudgy, I first answered “Listen, Richard Feynman was mad about being awakened for his own Nobel Prize; why are you awakening me for somebody else’s prize!” Jet lagged, I tried to connect to my brain and got back only this: “Nobel in chemistry for DNA repair? Finally. Well merited. Good night. Call me tomorrow”. But the professionals made me formulate ad hoc compliments for the contributions of my three colleagues and friends. These journalists knew about my long-lasting love affair with DNA repair, in particular mismatch repair (MMR).

DNA repair is the sole fundamental property of DNA that Watson and Crick failed to imagine in 1953. To act in a DNA repair process, the dedicated proteins must recognize chemical abnormalities, the non-DNA entities in DNA, and then either reverse the chemistry to the initial normality (damage reversal) or remove the damaged moiety by excising it out of DNA by molecular surgery and then replacing by insertion of normal nucleotides by correct base-pairing with intact complementary strand (BER and NER). These repair processes were largely biochemically elaborated by Tomas Lindahl and Aziz Sancar. I am honored by the invitation to pay a tribute to Paul Modrich’s work on biochemistry of MMR.

There will be two stars in this tribute to Paul Modrich’s Nobel Prize: Paul himself and mismatch repair itself. MMR’s stardom is based on its being a DNA repair not like others – mechanistically, the most sophisticated repair system that acts as a multifaceted editor of DNA replication, recombination and structure, interfering in all key aspects of genetic stability. To correct DNA copy errors, MMR must make a double diagnostic before acting: (i) diagnostic of chemically normal, but wrong, bases that are mis-matched or non-matched with the complementary strand and (ii) diagnostic of “strandedness”, i.e., strand discrimination between the original template strand and the copy strand. Only then does it make sense to remove the mismatched base(s) exclusively from the error-bearing copy strand (otherwise, the original information would also acquire mutation, by its transfer by repair from the erroneous copy strand).

Another reason for MMR stardom is two decades of an exceptional intellectual history created by molecular geneticists while postulating the existence of mismatch correction against the “reason” expressed e.g., by Arthur Kornberg. In the 1974 edition of his book “DNA Replication” A. Kornberg wrote that the fidelity of DNA replication must rely only on DNA polymerases because there is no chemical difference between old and new strand of DNA. I presume that the beautiful (hi)story of MMR is known to few biologists, let alone their students and colleagues. Few would know today that the discovery of MMR required elaboration a special piece of molecular genetics – the genetics of single defined “heteroduplex” DNA molecules reconstituted in vitro before being introduced (as single molecules!) into the living cells in order to analyze the progeny of each heteroduplex strand through the successive replication rounds. Such a Hi-Tech sophistication in Lo-Tech times was developed in Matthew Meselson’s and Maurice Fox’s laboratories [1–3]. I wish to walk you through the tale of MMR in the period preceding Paul Modrich’s research that finally revealed its molecular intricacies. To avoid redundancy with many comprehensive scholarly reviews on MMR (e.g., [4–8]), I will write about MMR mainly by describing ideas, people and some experiments, but in particular about the biological ramifications of MMR that are almost absent in the literature. Paul’s brilliant breakthrough research on MMR biochemistry that earned him the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was well reviewed [4–8]. I wish to share a fascinating evolution of concepts.

1. The ideas

My medical students know for sure that MMR was discovered as the genetic defect in the hereditary non-polyposis colon cancer (HNPCC) syndrome “way back in 1993”. Yet, the concept of MMR arose around 1964 (almost simultaneously, and probably independently, by Harriett Ephrusi-Taylor, Robin Holliday and Matthew Meselson) to explain aberrant segregation (called gene conversion) of mutations used as genetic markers in genetic crosses with fungi and yeast [9]. Gene conversion looks as if allelic mutations were hopping from one homologous DNA molecule to another during the act of genetic recombination – a sort of genetic infection involving the same sites in DNA molecules! Strand exchange was invoked to form the heteroduplex “splice” or “patch” region in which one
partner strand carried mutation (genetic marker) and the other not – hence the formation of a mismatched base-pair. The geneticists hypothesized that “mismatch repair” could either remove the mutation from the invading strand (and they would be blind to this event) or fix it, depending which strand was repaired by MMR. Nobody knew what would be the benefit of such DNA repair.

The idea of a benefit for acquisition of MMR came from the observed coincidence of two phenotypes of MMR deficiency in bacteria: (i) the loss of “marker effect” – a version of gene conversion in bacterial genetic recombination [8] and (ii) the “mutator” phenotype displaying high spontaneous mutation rates. The coincidence and inseparability of the two phenotypes was noticed first in Gerard Thiraby’s Ph.D. thesis (University of Toulouse, 1969) study of the transformation of *Streptococcus pneumoniae hex* mutant [8]. Gerard was, via his thesis adviser Michel Sicard, a second-generation student of Ephrussi-Taylor, who, to account for “marker effects” in pneumococcal transformation, postulated the existence of mismatch repair in 1964/1965 (reviewed in 8). Marker effect is sort of uncertainty principle in genetic recombination: recombination frequency between closely and equally spaced markers (i.e., mutations) can vary several orders of magnitude depending solely on the chemical nature of mutation [10]. This was interpreted as the consequence of variable patterns and efficacies of MMR in the DNA heteroduplex region. When genetic markers from both crossing partners are closely spaced, they tend to be included in the same heteroduplex joint region and form two mismatched base-pairs (when two genetic markers are used) that can be repaired either on the same strand (i.e., co-repaired), or on opposite strands (repaired in trans), or remain unrepaired. When the genetic markers are associated with distinct phenotypes, the geneticist will observe different genetic outcomes and identify each of the three cases. This interpretation was abstract (try a simple drawing) and hypothetical, derived from results of tooth-picking colonies on solid agar media.

According to Maury Fox (pers. comm.), the pneumococcal *hex* mutator mutant emerged spontaneously in the Rockefeller Institute in the 1940s, possibly because of its accelerated (mutational) adaptation to the early less-than-optimal growth media, or was sorted out for its efficient transformation even with the low efficiency transformation markers (in normal bacteria). The “loss of marker effect” phenotype in *hex* (initially observed by Sanford Lacks (see, 8) means that all markers/mutations are high efficiency markers because all remain unrepaired in DNA heteroduplex, therefore stably incorporated in the chromosome and transmitted to the progeny.

2. Prelude to the discovery of post-replication error correction in DNA

The implications of the *hex* mutator phenotype were discussed in depth during the 1975 EMBO Recombination Meeting in the Scottish town of Nethybridge. The obvious question was: to correct DNA copy errors, how can MMR proteins “know” which DNA strand is the original and which is the copy? The simplest way is to imagine that MMR complex somehow hangs on the new strand, e.g., by hooking onto, and staying behind, the DNA polymerase complex on the nascent strand. But, we knew that, to be detected, MMR must and does occur on DNA heteroduplex before its replication [1–3]. Robin Holliday’s proposition that the discontinuities in the newly synthesized strands could be the signals for strand discrimination was not met with enthusiasm. The reason was that the standard model of DNA replication involves “leading” and “lagging” strand synthesis and only the lagging strand would be subject to mismatch correction reducing mutations only by 50%. But now, it turns out that R. Holliday’s proposition probably applies to the vast majority of bacteria and to all other organisms. The forgotten fact is that *Escherichia coli* and yeast mutants with a temperature sensitive DNA ligase synthesize, at the elevated temperature, all its DNA discontinuously and of the same size (Okazaki fragments), suggesting that both “lagging” and “leading” strands might be initially synthesized in a discontinuous fashion [11,12]. Perhaps the strand-biased ligation kinetics could produce the leading/lagging strand asymmetry? Clearly, a selective mismatch-stimulated abortion of error-bearing Okazaki fragments by a helicase would result in effective copy error correction.

An alternative idea occurred to Matt Meselson who proposed that the methylation status of DNA strands could direct mismatch repair to the copy strand [2]. While sipping malt whisky in the Nethybridge hotel, he told me in 1975: “If I were the mismatch repair enzyme, I would look for DNA methylation pattern”. Matt knew from his *E. coli* restriction/modification studies that DNA strand modification – via sequence-specific addition of methyl groups – lags after the strand synthesis leaving a limited time window when newly synthesized strands are transiently undermethylated. That window could be used by mismatch repair enzymes to discriminate strands and repair only the transiently undermethylated copy strand! Few days before the trip to Scotland, I read a paper by M. G. Marinus and N.G. Morris about isolation of *E. coli* mutants deficient in either adenine (*dam*) or cytosine (*dcm*) methylation [13]. They noticed that *dam*, but not *dcm*, mutants exhibited increased spontaneous mutation rates – a mutator phenotype! Thus, the Dam-methylation (*6meAdo* in *GATC* sequences) fulfilled the prediction of Meselson’s hypothesis because, in non-methylated DNA of the dam mutant, a random undirected mismatch repair should cause a mutator effect as severe as the mismatch repair deficiency itself. I was excited by the amazing coincidence, but Matt was typically skeptical even about his own idea: too good to be true!

I had a personal reason to be excited about a likely clue to the mismatch repair discovery because in the period 1970–1973 I ran in Matt Meselson’s lab a few thousand of alkaline sucrose gradient velocity gradients of radioactive *λ* phage DNA (reconstituted in *vivo* as to bear 3 equidistant mismatches) looking for *E. coli* cell extract activity that would cut DNA strand at mismatches and produce (multiples of) 1/4 strand length fragments. Unfortunately for me, there was often a very weak signal that would vanish by purification and I never succeeded in isolating the elusive MMR endonuclease. The reason for my failure is that Matt’s later intuition about DNA methylation in MMR was correct for *E. coli* and that my *λ* phage DNA preparations were about 70% methylated at *GATC* sequences. During my desperate years Matt used to leave short messages on my desk like “The virtue will triumph!”. It eventually did 3 years later for another kind of experiment, but even more for Paul Modrich a decade later.

3. First direct evidence for methyl-directed mismatch repair

On May 28, 1976, during my one-month visit to test the DNA methylation hypothesis, Mathew Meselson, Robert Wagner and I saw the first direct experimental evidence of the methyl-directed mismatch repair process in *E. coli*. To imitate copy errors in the newly synthesized, transiently under-methylated, DNA strands, I used *dam* mutants to produce unmethylated DNA and with Bob Wagner made the first use of a hemi-methylated (one strand methylated, the other not) DNA heteroduplex with single mismatched base pairs as genetic markers. The result appeared exactly as imagined by Matt Meselson, i.e., as if MMR were designed to correct copy errors in DNA replication. Mismatched markers were lost from the transfected DNA heteroduplex only in the unmethylated strands. There was no loss of markers from fully methylated
heteroduplex and the unmethylated heteroduplex showed random loss (repair) of mismatched markers meaning that all unmethylated strands are subject to MMR. This 40 years old experiment merits remembering because, except in a congress book [14], it was never published.

We were de facto doing the genetics of reconstituted single DNA molecules. The “mottled” (mixed) plaques contain both genotypes and represent segregation of single unrepaird heteroduplex DNA molecules. “Pure” plaques could arise by localized repair or by loss of the entire strand. Matt taught us to be maximally creative in imagining even the most unlikely alternative interpretations – such as the bizarre strand loss. Much later we used an un-reparable mismatch as a stable marker for both DNA strands (to detect eventual strand loss) and a mismatch that was subject to repair. But, at that point in 1976, only the isolation of E. coli mismatch repair mutants could assure us that we are seeing a localized MMR rather than strand loss. Hence, no publication of our “breakthrough”!

4. Isolation of mismatch repair mutants

Through my collaboration with Barry Glickman at Leiden University, we found a strategy how to select for mismatch repair deficient mutants: undirected mismatch repair in the dam mutant caused efficient cell killing following incorporation of a mismatching agent, the adenine analog 2-aminopurine [15], such that only mismatch repair deficient dam mutants were expected to grow on plates containing a lot of 2-aminopurine. Indeed, mutS, mutL, and mutH mismatch repair deficient mut mutants were isolated using this strategy [16]. When methylated, unmethylated and hemimethylated heteroduplexes were transfected into mutS, L or H mutator mutants, they all produced only the mixed plaques, i.e., there was no mismatch repair (Ref.). Independently, B. Rydberg in Sweeden used 5-bromouracil toxicity to get MMR mutants [17]. The availability of mut mutants advanced greatly the research on MMR.

Isolation of MMR mutants left enough time to make heteroduplexes with separated “Watson” and “Crick” DNA strands with defined mismatches (using sequenced mutations) and the methylation status. Over the following couple of years Matt’s brilliant post-doctoral fellow Pat Pukkila and my research assistant Christiane Dohet performed similar experiments. Again, because of the pressures from congress organizers, we published our extensive study in the proceedings of a meeting [18] and Pukkila and Meselson published their study in Genetics [19]. But most importantly, our results were in full agreement.

5. Enter Paul Modrich

Matt Meselson wanted to have DNA strands fully methylated in vitro to mimic the cellular DNA and called for help from Paul Modrich who had purified Dam methylase. That was a historic phone call that will initiate the biochemistry of MMR. In a PNAS paper in 1983 [20] Paul came up with an ingenious design for the diagnostic of in vitro MMR: a heteroduplex between two distinct DNA restriction sequences, differing in only one base-pair that formed a G:T mismatch preventing either restriction endonuclease from cutting that site in DNA. If mismatch was repaired on Watson strand it created the normal sequence cleaved by one restriction enzyme and if repaired on Crick strand it was cut by the other restriction enzyme. Thus, in vitro MMR could be diagnosed at each strand and quantified by the intensity of distinct bands following restriction of the hemimethylated fd phage heteroduplex DNA incubated in complete E. coli extracts [20]. This was the very beginning of the end. In a tour de force lasting four years, using inactive extracts of MMR deficient mutants and purifying the complementing protein from the active wild type extract, Modrich and associates isolated all four key MMR-specific proteins (MutS, MutL, MutH and UvrD), complemented them with Pol III holoenzyme, SSB, exonucleases I and VII and ligase and got the full blast MMR working in vitro with purified proteins [21].

The specific functions were readily assigned to each protein: (i) MutS recognizes and binds to all mismatches (except for C:C mismatch), (ii) MutH recognizes and cuts the unmethylated GATC sequence closest to the mismatch, irrespective of the left-right direction, (iii) MutL is the key matchmaker between the two sites and necessary to activate the MutH endonuclease and UvrD (helicase) preparing the cut strand for degradation by (iv) exonucleases I and VII followed by the (v) repair synthesis (up to few kilobases when GATC was at such distance) by the replicative PolIII helozenyme and finally (vi) sealing the repaired strand by ligase [21]. A complicated exercise to achieve a complex task.

The long-range multi-protein interactions mediated by the MutL matchmaker remained mysterious for years because, for some reason, MutL is consumed in MMR and has to be replenished [22,23]. Excess of mismatches (by high DNA polymeraseIII error rates or by addition of mismatching base analogs) paralyses MMR in E. coli resulting in a MMR deficient “phenocopy” that can be cured by artificial overproduction of MutL [23]. The electron microscopy and crystal structures with purified proteins suggested a DNA loop intermediate in MMR by joining the mismatch-bound MutS and the proximal GATC sequence [24]. But in vivo experiments with fluorescent MutS and MutL proteins showed the necessity of MutL polymerization, or aggregation, on DNA for the MMR activity [25]. The latter model agrees better with in vivo results showing MutL saturation by unrepaired mismatches [22,23]. In that model, MutL binds to the mismatch-bound MutS and pushes the activated MutH by its own polymerisation left and right away from the mismatch until the first encounter of an unmethylated GATC sequence that is readily cut by MutH [25,26]. One of the two models – DNA loop in vitro versus MutL aggregation/polymerisation in vivo – must involve an artifact. It is more likely that the in vitro conditions miss something.

During the decade 1980–1990, P. Modrich’s in vitro biochemical studies and our in vivo genetic studies with DNA heteroduplexes went on in parallel, and in full agreement, to define the basic mechanism of MMR and the hierarchy of mismatch preference in MMR. Key to the understanding of the MMR mechanism was the finding that small phage phiX174 DNA, naturally devoid of GATC sequence, is not the substrate for MMR, but the insertion of the GATC sequence makes it an active substrate [27,28]. Unmethylated GATC sequence, even at kilobase distance from the mismatch, is required for repair and MutH is the endonuclease that cleaves the proximal GATC, but only after activated by MutS bound to the mismatch [27,28]. Interestingly, any nick in DNA can substitute for both GATC sequence and MutH in MMR [27,29]. At this point, Robin Hoodliday’s hypothesis came back to light to explain the MMR mechanism in large majority of bacteria and in all other species devoid of GATC methylation and some devoid of all detectable methylation. Only a small number of g-proteobacteria possess genes encoding Dam methylase and MutH endonuclease. The research on yeast, Xenopus and human MMR will show later that strand discontinuity is a universal signal for MMR. Our current view of the mechanism of MMR in E. coli involving MutL polymerization on DNA is shown in Ref. [25].

6. How MutS recognizes a mismatch?

When diverse mismatches with known in vivo repair efficiencies were reproduced in synthetic oligonucleotides and studied by NMR spectroscopy, it turned out that only intrahelical mismatches are
repaired [30]. For instance, the C:C mismatch is always extrahelical and non-reparable. Yet, the spectrum of spontaneous mutations is not loaded by the GC → CG transversions for the good reason that, as shown by Myron Goodman and colleagues, DNA polymerases almost never make such grotesque mistake (reviewed in 7). No need to repair errors that do not occur! Olga Kennard showed in crystal structures of oligonucleotides that the T in the G:T mismatch is tilted towards the narrow groove to stack with the neighboring base but both G and T remain intrahelical [31]. Finally, the pioneering work of Wei Yang and Titia Sixma on MutS and MutS/MutL crystals and co-crystals of mismatched oligonucleotides with the bound MutS protein showed a 60° DNA kink at the mismatch and the stacking of Phe36 on the mismatched base with hydrogen bonding between the tilted T mismatched base and the Glu38 residue of the MutS [32,33].

This rounds up my personal view of the early times of DNA methyl-directed mismatch repair. DNA sequencing allowed the identification of the nature of each mismatch revealing that the most frequent replication errors (transition and frame-shift) are the most efficiently corrected mismatches [7] whereas the most infrequent error C:C is not recognized by MMR. The immediate surrounding G:C richness increases polymerase error rates as well as the efficacy of mismatch repair (reviewed in 7). The result is that MMR specificity compensates for the bias of DNA replication errors (predominantly, G:T, A:C and frame-shift) such that, after repair, all mutations occur at similar frequencies. How nice!

7. MMR edits genetic recombination

After the hype of the role of MMR in improving DNA replication fidelity by two orders of magnitude, a surprise came about by late 1980s showing that the ubiquitous MMR’s controls also the fidelity of homologous recombination, and is probably involved in early stages of speciation [34]. In order to see how is the key intermediate in recombination processed by MMR, we performed both transfection experiments with reconstituted phage DNA heteroduplexes and the genuine genetic crosses using the same mutations. In one such system, each of four mismatched bases – forming two defined mismatched base pairs within cl gene in pure DNA heteroduplexes – had a distinct phenotype such that each of 8 possible repair and co-repair events (final arrangements of markers on each strand) were scored [35].

These elaborate experiments revealed something important: when genetic markers (mutations) are used to study recombination, the general MMR system acts to reduce recombination. The MMR activity made genetic recombination a reversible process because of genetic markers used! Apparently, when mismatched, the early heteroduplex intermediates were aborted by the MutL and helicase II [36,37]. However, a specialized very-short-patch (VSP) mismatch repair acts – irrespective of adenine methylation – only on the G/T mismatch that mimics the mutagenic deamination of 5-methyl-cytosine to thymine by removing punctually only the T residue opposite G thereby restoring the original G:C pair [38]. When at least one genetic marker originated from 5-mec deamination, then VSP repair caused hyper-recombination between close markers due to the punctuated mismatch repair: this is the so-called high negative interference phenomenon. Mechanistically, the recombinant sequences are generated by localized VSP repair rather than by rare crossing over between the markers. This specialized VSP repair, suggested originally by Peggy Lieb [39] (we used her c am6 mutant) was so efficient that we could use it for the quantification of the heteroduplex formation during regular recombination in vivo.

The observation that the general mismatch repair reverses the work of recombination enzymes by aborting nascent mismatched heteroduplexes – because of the use of genetic markers – gave birth to the easily tested idea that mismatch repair system may act as a barrier to recombination between closely related species, e.g., the 20% diverged Escherichia and Salmonella, due to natural sequence divergence that provides multitude of mismatching silent mutations [40].

8. Melting mismatched secondary structures in DNA by MMR proteins

Unlike the complete MMR process involved in the elimination of mutations arising from DNA replication errors, MutS, MutL and helicase II alone can edit homologous recombination between non-identical sequences, as well as mismatched secondary structures, by a mismatch-stimulated melting of duplex DNA. In the case of recombination, this results in anti-recombination: abortion of the recombination process by reversing the strand invasion by recombinases (Fig. 1). In the case of palindromic “hairpins” or stem-and-loop structures, it results in the melting of the secondary structure. In the latter case, such melting prevents deletions of the hairpin or stem-and-loop sequences by skipping such structures in the template via DNA replication across the secondary structure (Fig. 1). MMR deficient mutS, mutL and UvrD mutants exhibit the Tex (“transposon excision”, a transposon loss but without its physical excision) phenotype – a few hundred-fold increase in the loss of transposon (Tn5 and Tn10) sequences [41]. Closely spaced identical repeats form stable secondary structures that are highly deleterogenic, but even a single mismatch in the stem destabilizes the structure by the activity of MMR proteins and prevents deletions generated by replicative bypass.

Repeated very short sequence motifs can become “parasitic” and expand like some kind of DNA tumors, because they confuse DNA polymerase during replication, which starts “slipping” – skipping or jumping over the same short repeated sequences. Such is the case of CAG and CGG triplet repeats causing progressive emergence of a dozen of nasty neuromuscular diseases while affecting gene expression or function by expanding within the DNA of somatic cells. When transiently single-stranded (e.g., during replication or transcription) such repeats can form heavily mismatched (1/3 base pairs) hairpins and induce DNA polymerase to slip and expand or shrink the repeated sequence. There, MMR can have paradoxical effects: either melt the hairpin (good news) or stimulate its formation (bad news) by generating single-strandedness during the long-range strand removal in the act of repair [42]. But globally, MMR proteins are amazing versatile editors of DNA preventing its alterations arising from replication, recombination and secondary structures, thereby stabilizing genomic sequence and structure (Fig 1).

9. MMR stabilizes chromosome structure and prevents all genetic change

Repeats of small motifs (mono, di and trinucleotides) cause all DNA polymerases to slip and make so frequent insertion/deletion frameshift mutations as to produce a phenomenon called microsatellite instability. When such one to three unpaired-bases replication errors occur, they are exquisitely corrected by MMR. Therefore, lack of MMR can increase genome-wide microsatellite instability by up to 10,000-fold – to the extent that hundreds of thousands of microsatellites in our genome start “playing accordion” and produce fuzziness in the analysis of short DNA fragment length. Such fuzziness was the first diagnostic of MMR deficiency in HNPCC tumors!

However, although the much larger sequence repeats are stable in replication, they become substrate for non-allelic homologous
recombination generating large chromosomal rearrangements by “ectopic” recombination. Typical eukaryotic genomes are riddled by many kinds of DNA sequence repeats – blocks of diverged sequence homologies scattered throughout the genome. Such repeats were shown by Tom Petes to cross-over in yeast irrespective of their position [43]. The “ectopic” recombination events generate chromosomal rearrangements (deletions, inversions and translocations). With hundreds of thousands members of a single family of repeats, how come that human genome shows its stability while very frequent crossovers, sister-chromatid exchange, occur between the identical sister molecules? The clue is in sequence identity and MMR.

We reasoned that even a low divergence (1–3%, such as among the LINE sequences) prevents inter-repeat recombination by the MMR editing. I called my friend Hatch Echols in whose lab Marie-Agnès Petit studied a large chromosomal rearrangement mediated by the crossover between two long 1% diverged natural repeats. The question was whether that rearrangement is increased in MMR mutants? Hutch was enthusiastic and Marie-Agnès showed soon that this large chromosomal rearrangement is suppressed by active MMR [44]. Hence, all aspects of genomic stability are controlled by MMR!

In 1988, Susan Rosenberg and David Thaler were visiting post-doctoral colleagues with a huge impetus on my Parisian lab. David came with the idea that SOS and MMR systems must “speak to each other” because they act in opposite directions: MMR stabilizes the genome, SOS stimulates changes. It turned out that they do: the genetic barrier to recombination of similar DNA sequences is increased by MMR and lowered by SOS [45]. Inter-species bacterial mating induces SOS that in turn enhances genetic recombination. The consequence is that, in the individual SOS-induced MMR deficient cells, genetic recombination totally ignores 20% divergence between Salmonella and Escherichia, i.e., leads to the elimination of the genetic barrier that was built over a 100 million years by causing a million-fold increase in inter-species recombination [46].

10. Eukaryotic MMR

By the end of 1980s the studies on yeast MMR in Richard Kolodner's laboratory advanced well and it was time to tackle MMR in complex eukaryotes. First, the Xenopus egg [47] and then with the reconstituted proteins from human cell extracts [48] showed MMR activities that are strand-directed by a single-strand break. The MMR activity in Xenopus egg extract showed that the “nick” was the signal for strand-direction of MMR rather than the free end for excision-resynthesis [47]. Kolodner and colleagues identified multiple gene homologues of the bacterial mutS and mutL genes in yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae that is devoid of any detectable DNA methylation, and yet, their inactivation caused the expected mutator effect (reviews 4–6). Isolation of yeast MSH and MLH genes was the prelude to the isolation of amphibian, mouse and human (review, 4) MMR genes that resulted in the identification of MSH2, MSH3, MLH1 and PMS2 gene mutations as causes of the HNPCC (Lynch 2) syndrome predisposing (in heterozygote individuals) to the colon (and some other) cancers. In all such tumors, the inborn MMR heterozygosity (M+/) was reduced to the MMR deficient homozygosity (m/m) displaying a mutator phenotype. This link between MMR and human cancer gave MMR a huge publicity and large support for research.

The coincident generation of transgenic mice with inactivated MSH2 [49] and PMS2 [50] genes produced the first mammalian mutator phenotype and showed, for the first time, a direct causal relationship between the increased spontaneous mutation rates and carcinogenesis in the absence of any external genotoxic treatment. The triggering of apoptotic death by MMR activity in mammalian cells treated with alkylating agents was also demonstrated [49] probably as the consequence of DNA breaks made by too close MMR events.

Another tour de force involving R. Kolodner, B. Vogelstein and P. Modrich’s laboratories joined later by Tom Kunkel’s group, revealed an increase in the number of proteins required for
mammalian MMR already known from the analysis of yeast MMR genes and proteins (reviews, 4–6). Protein homodimers in bacteria became heterodimers in eukaryotes: Msh2, Msh3 and Msh6 form Msh2/Msh3 and Msh2/Msh6 heterodimers to recognize non-matched versus mis-matched bases, respectively; Mlh1/Pms2 and Mlh1/Pms1 are used in mitosis and meiosis respectively.

Editing of recombination by MMR holds for mammals as well. MMR was shown to edit the homologous recombination process in the gene replacement, knock-out or knock-in, experiments with mouse ES cells. Whenever donor DNA sequence differed from the recipient chromosome’s sequence by the natural sequence polymorphism (using the same DNA constructs from different mouse strains) there was suppression of gene replacement. MMR deficiency improved the non-isogenic gene replacement efficacy in ES cells by three orders of magnitude without affecting gene replacement by identical sequence [49]. Inspiration for this experiment with mouse ES cells came from the studies of inter-species recombination in bacteria.

11. Evolutionary, oncological and methodological ramifications of MMR

Random mutation is substrate of evolution and source of genetic handicaps, therefore the tuning of mutation rates serves their optimization in adaptive evolution. In bacteria, SOS system appears as an accelerator of, and MMR as a break to, genomic change. MMR erects the early genetic barriers [40] as shown by a real-time experimental incipient bacterial speciation in the laboratory [51] – an experiment that started with a single bacterial cell and lasted (then) over two decades, and 20,000 generations, of accumulating polymorphism during the continuous growth. The notion that mismatch repair system provides for a ubiquitous first step in the process of sympatric reproductive isolation, i.e., speciation, is still too academic to be fully appreciated (but see Fig. 2).

The impact of MMR mutants on our understanding of the mutational process in carcinogenesis was discussed above. The expression of recessive mutations in tumor suppressor genes is a bottleneck in the process of carcinogenesis and requires the reduction of the heterozygous mutant state (m/+)) to homozygosity (m/m) usually by mitotic recombination. The natural sequence polymorphism between maternal and paternal homologues in somatic cells and the MMR activity together prevent mitotic recombination [52] and therefore cancer. This aspect of MMR concerns all heterozygous recessive mutations and the health of the entire human population, but is rarely mentioned (presumably because it is somewhat abstract to explain a recombination-related “phenotype” of the global human sequence polymorphism). The simple lesson is: inbreeding can be carcinogenic!

Studying MMR led also to the creation of new methods. For instance, the efforts to understand how MMR works lead to a unique method for visualizing, in real time, all genomic mutations arising in the last replication round, in living and dead cells, irrespective of their phenotypic effects [26]. The method is based on the facts that (i) about 1% of DNA copy errors escape mismatch repair because GATC methylation occurs before MMR has corrected all copy errors and (ii) MutS protein still detects such emerging mutations (mismatches) and attracts MutL that keeps accumulating on DNA because of the basic mechanism of MMR [25]. When fused to a fluorescent protein (GFP, YFP), such still functional MutL forms stable fluorescent foci at each unrepaired mismatch until next replication round separates the mismatched base pair. This allows for visualizing and counting all mutations emerging in each DNA replication round, i.e., direct visualization of the mutation rate by counting simply the number of fluorescent foci [26]. Visualization of mutations – substrate of evolution – as they emerge, in real time, and understanding how accumulating mutations (polymorphism) create early genetic barriers in speciation (51) and Fig. 2) is a Darwinian dream come true.

As warned at the outset, in commenting the Nobel Prize to Paul Modrich for his brilliant elucidation of the mechanism of MMR, I wrote an ad hoc personal account about the early ground-breaking MMR research community, evolution of ideas and conception of key experiments and, in particular, about the biology of MMR (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2. Exponential decrease in recombination frequency with increasing genomic sequence divergence (polymorphism) is largely controlled by MMR. The inter-species crosses are between the recipient E. coli K12 and (in the increasing order of sequence divergence) and E. coli K12, E. coli B, E. coli C, Shigella flexneri, E. fergusonii and Salmonella typhimurium (shaded points). The open points and the lines correspond to a mechanistic mathematical model (the right hand ordinate). The recombination frequencies in blue circles are when recombination occurs in the wild type E. coli K12; the red triangles are for recombination occurring in MMR deficient (mutS) E. coli K12 over-expressing the key recombinase RecA and the green squares are for SOS non-inducible lexA3 mutant over-expressing the two key MMR proteins, MutS and MutL. Genetic barriers can be quasi eliminated (red triangles) or ad hoc created (green squares) by varying genetic exchange by up to 10⁵-fold. These data and mathematical modelisation can be found in Ref. [52].
The impact of DNA base pair mismatch recognition and repair on genetics, evolution and health is impressive and Paul Modrich's biochemical exploration of MMR allows for a better mechanistic understanding of the biological impact of MMR.

Uncited reference
[53].
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